
Everyday Aids and Appliances

Ramps and rails

A F Travers

About one in 100 members of the population of the
United Kingdom uses a wheelchair' and many more
have other disabilities. A quarter of the over 75s are
housebound,2 in some cases for lack of a simple means
of crossing their-own doorsteps. Others, though able to
get out of the house, cannot travel easily or enter other
buildings. Ramps empower disabled people by pro-
viding access to their homes, other buildings, and
vehicles. Rails are the simplest of housing adaptations
and can also do much to ease mobility.

Ramps
A simple dropped kerb at road crossing points eases

the passage of anyone in a wheelchair. Sheltered
housing complexes are sometimes designed with con-
tinuous dropped kerbs throughout. The gradient of a
dropped kerb should not exceed 1 in 10.

MATERIALS

Ramps may be portable or fixed. A wide variety
of commercially available ramps complements the
construction by local authorities of permanent ramps
at the dwellings of disabled people. Construction
materials include aluminium, which is strong for its
weight and durable; glass reinforced plastic, which is
self coloured, easy to clean and resistant to rust, rot,
and corrosion without maintenance and has a high
strength to weight ratio; and wood, which is cheap,
quick to use, and suitable for immediate temporary
use. It should be preservative treated to prevent rot.
Sometimes expanded metal mesh is used as the surface
material; this prevents snow and rain from reducing
the friction between the wheels of the chair and the
surface ofthe ramp. Such ramps should have solid ends
to help the user to start rising.

SURFACES

The surface of the ramp should be non-slip, and
various safety treads are available. Some portable
ramps have non-slip material on the underside of their
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FIG 2-Individually designed modular ramp and platform system

ends to prevent slippage. Simple wooden ramps can be
surfaced with rubber (fig 1). Concrete can be patterned
or brushed to give a slip resistant surface.3 Outdoor
ramps may be crowned to drain off rain. Solid rubber
ramps have non-slip "stepped" surfaces suitable for
mounting kerbs. These measure 30 x 30 cm and are
about 8 cm high at their raised ends, but they have an
interlocking device on the side so that any width of
ramp can be built up by adding extra sections. They are
heavy but have a high strength to weight ratio and are
even used by some fire brigades. Their small size
makes them easy to stow.

DESIGN

Modular ramp systems (fig 2) can incorporate straight
runs, dog leg sections (for turning the ramp through
180°), corners, inclines, and levels linked together
according to access and the level of the entrance. Both
left and right handed versions are available and cost
about £160 a metre. These are usually permanent
fixtures but can sometimes be removed and resited.
Unlike permanent concrete ramps they do not interfere
with ventilation or the damp course.
The gradient of a ramp should not exceed 1 in 12

(about 50) and should ideally be up to 1 in 20 to allow
for independent wheelchair users. With a strong carer
and a light wheelchair and passenger combination a
gradient of 1 in 8 may sometimes be manageable where
space is limited, though this is not recommended. Any
crossfall or camber should not exceed 1 in 100 or a chair
may veer out of control.

SAFETY

The top of a permanent or semipermanent metal
ramp should be bolted to the underlying surface. The
edges of the ramp should be raised 7 5 cm for safety (fig
1), and some glass fibre ramps have contrast coloured
edges, which are especially useful for the partially
sighted. The leading edge should taper to ground level
to facilitate the ascent of the wheelchair.

Handrails should be provided for the use of ambu-
lant disabled people, at least along the outside edge and
preferably at both sides of the ramp at a height of
1 metre. If the ramp is more than 2 metres wide a
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central handrail can be used. These rails can be made c
preservative treated wood or metal. Another feature c
ramped entrances that should be provided for th
ambulant disabled is simultaneous step access, wit
handrails, as ramped surfaces can be difficult to ascen
for those who are not able bodied.

Rest platforms (preferably 180 cm x 180 cm) shoul
be provided at the top of the ramp, and this area shoul
not be encroached on by outwardly opening doors. Th
entrance door at the top of the ramp should give a
opening width of at least 80 cm. There should also b
rest platforms at least every 6 metres along the ramF
The ramp itself should be at least 1 metre wide
although in general domestic ramps need not be a

wide as those in public buildings. The area at th
bottom of the ramp should be level, free of gravel an
loose material, and should provide room for saf
manoeuvring of the wheelchair.

Stepped ramps consist of long sloping treads at
gradient of 1 in 12 interspersed with short (5-10 cn
risers, up which the wheelchair can be pushed as ifup
shallow kerb. Platform steps are similar but have lev(
resting platforms between each riser. Such an arrange
ment is used where there is not enough room for a fu
length ramp of the correct gradient, but it is of no tii
for a wheelchair user who has to climb the ramp alon
These stepped arrangements are far from ideal and al
not mentioned in British Standards.

PORTABLE RAMPS

Portable ramps are useful for active disabled peopi
who visit areas outside the home for work an
recreation. Raised thresholds caused by patio do
casings and weather sills can be overcome by intern
wooden ramps or bridge plates.

Channelling ramps are one type of portable ramp i
which the nearside and offside sets of wheels run i
separate channels between the two levels to be neg
tiated (fig 3). In some versions the inside parape
are missing to enable wheelchairs with low groun
clearance to clear the ramps. Each ramp needs t
be 13 cm wide to accommodate the offset whee
of some chairs. They are usually made of lightweigl

FIG 3-Portable single step channelling ramps
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FIG 4-Portable vehicle ramp for unoccupied chairs, etc.

>a aluminium and fold up so that they are portable and
el can be carried in a pouch on the back of the wheelchair
e- or in a vehicle. Some have crossbars between the two
I1 channels that lock the two halves of the ramp together
se for stability. Some are strong enough to convey
e- powered invalid cars. Channelling ramps can be used
re only by competent attendants as they need to walk

between the channels pushing the chair to shoulder
height, and when descending they must first go down
the steps backwards while controlling the chair. Many

le other portable ramps of various strengths are available.
Ld They are generally lightweight with raised edges and
)r safe surfaces. Sometimes they can be linked together to
al form long sections or may be of fixed length but

telescope or fold down for storage or transportation.
in They cost about £150 a metre.
in Folding ramps are mounted in wall brackets but
o- swing across the entrance and down into their
ts operating positions when required. They are suitable
id for awkward entrances.
to
is VEHICLE RAMPS

ht Vehicle ramps are available from many manufac-
turers (fig 4). Various sizes suit most minibuses and
estate cars up to a floor height of about 60 cm. They are

i quick and cheap alternatives to hydraulic or electric
tail lifts and freestanding hydraulic collapsible wheel-
chair lifts. Some have vertical pivots that open like a

I door for escaping in an emergency, cleaning, or using
the passenger step. Others are mounted at either rear
or side doors of the vehicle. Some may be stowed under
the floor and can be slid out in seconds; others are
stowed vertically inside the rear doors. Vehicle ramps
can be freestanding, hook on, or be permanently fixed
inside the back of the vehicle. When in use there may
be a leg support system for heavy wheelchair and
passenger combinations. Prices range from £250 for a
pair of vehicle channelling ramps to £700 for a
substantial minibus ramp.

All new "purpose built taxis" now have to be
wheelchair accessible with ramps and grab handles,
wide opening doors, collapsible back seats, and seat
belts for the wheelchair user.' Older taxis can be

z converted to this standard.
- British Rail's Station Design Guide for Disabled

Customers lays down guidelines for the construction of
z ramps in accordance with the features listed above.

z SHORT RISE LIFTS

z Short rise lifts serve the same function as fixed ramps
. where space is limited or disability too great for a ramp

to be used (fig 5). Like ramps they are covered by
mBritish Standards. The wheelchair is wheeled on to a
platform which, at the touch of a button, moves
between two levels. If the mechanism fails it is possible
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to raise and lower the lift by hand. The upper and lower
platforms have safety gates and guard rails. Sometimes
there is a short access ramp to the lower platform or the
lift mechanism is sunk into a pit below the lower
landing, and access is therefore level. The lift platform
should have a non-slip finish. Their prices range from
£ 1 500-£6000.

Grab rails and handrails
Staircase handrails should be continuous and should

extend 30 cm beyond the steps at top and bottom.
Ideally they should be colour contrasted against the
background. The ends of the rail should be returned to
the wall to show a visually handicapped user that the
rail has finished and to prevent the open end from
catching the user's clothing and causing an accident.
The handrail should be 85 cm higher than the start of
each tread and 1 metre higher than the floor and
landing levels. There should be a space of 4 5 cm wide
between the rail and the wall, and the rail should be
4-5-5 0 cm in diameter, but other profiles are accept-
able if they give the same degree of hand grip. A Stair
Aid is a rectangular handle that is fixed in a grooved
runner the length of the flight of stairs and grasped by
the user and slid up or down as appropriate. If the user
starts to trip and thus presses down on the device it will
automatically lock in position.
Door handles should be set about 104 cm above floor

level and lever door handles are preferable to knobs.
One way to make it easier for a wheelchair user to close
an away opening door is to fix either a full width closing
bar or a large D shaped handle to the back of the door
nearer to the hinges than to the opening edge. A
D handle can also be fixed to the door frame to give a
wheelchair occupant something to hang on to while
unlocking the door.'
Bathroom rails-In the toilet and bathroom it is

recommended that rails are placed horizontally the full
width of the back of the door, parallel with the side of
the toilet, vertically adjacent to the wash basin, and on
the wall behind the toilet. Fixed rails should never be
positioned so as to prevent wheelchair access alongside
the toilet pan. Double foldaway rails, which are
available in different lengths, either single or in pairs
either side, are most useful when placed parallel to the
side of the toilet, especially where both able bodied and
disabled people share the use of the lavatory. Drop
down legs are available to give extra support to such
rails, which can also be handy alongside the bed, in the
kitchen, and across the top of the stairs. A large
backplate enables even spread of the load.
Anchor poles, which stretch vertically from floor to

ceiling, can be useful when placed in strategic positions
away from wall based supports.
Grab rails are supplied by several manufacturers and

come in various shapes, lengths, colours, materials,

FIG 6-Grab rail at entrance

and finishes. Their diameter is usually 3-4 cm, and
their loadbearing capacity is about 150 kg. Figure 6
shows a bright, contrast coloured, plastic coated grab
rail used as part of a series of similar rails to enable
descent from house to garden for the ambulant dis-
abled. Grab rails are particularly useful at thresholds
and entrances. The precise positioning, number, and
type of grab rails depend on the layout of the home
and on the user's disabilities. Determining the basic
dimensions depends on age, sex, and anthropometric
criteria.4 Grab rails need not be straight; they can be
angled at 450 if the fixing point would otherwise restrict
grip-for example, by being too near a door jamb.
Angled shapes give added leverage. Straight grab rails
can be arranged in series with minimum intermediate
gaps along the wall of a corridor or hall.

Materials-Stainless steel grab bars are easy to clean
but cold to touch, do not always provide a smooth grip,
and can look institutional. They are, therefore, often
coated with coloured nylon or epoxy resin, the last
providing a grip even with soapy hands. Chrome rails
can, however, have a knurled finish to provide a firmer
grip. Polystyrene rails are warm to touch and ridged for
gripping. Wooden rails for outdoor use look attractive
but can easily fall into disrepair. Grab rails cost about
£5-£30.

Funding
Sources of funding for ramps and rails depend on

whether the property concerned is owned by the local
authority or is private. Funding is also governed by the
cost of the items required, and arrangements vary
between different local authorities. The community
occupational therapist (based at the local social services
department) makes the initial assessment of need.s
Minor adaptations (those costing under £500) are dealt
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with and budgeted for by social services for private
property and by the housing department for council
homes, the actual work usually being contracted out
privately. For major structural adaptations costing
over £500-1000-for example, concrete ramps-
council tenants receive a grant or partial grant from the
department of environmental health, whereas those in
privately owned property may receive a grant after
undergoing a means test. The means test is applied to
everyone living in the household. Those who "fail" the
means test and pay for the adaptation themselves will
have the payment they have made held in their favour
should the need arise for an application to be made for
a second adaptation in the future. Again, the actual
work is contracted out privately. For a publicly used
building, such as a church, the council may provide
half the cost of a ramp, but local arrangements vary.
No value added tax is payable on privately bought
ramps if the user is chronically sick or disabled.
Ramps and rails provide the keys to accessibility to

many disabled people. Their value seems obvious, but
evaluation of different types has been scarce. Sweeney
et al studied several portable ramps available in the
United Kingdom and found that subjects' preferences
depended on whether they propelled themselves or
were pushed by an attendant, the type of wheelchair,
the visual ability of user and attendant, and their social
needs.6 They advised individual testing by each user of
any ramp in the environment in which it would be
used before purchase. A visit to the nearest disabled
living centre should ensure that the most appropriate
purchase is made.

1 London Taxis International. Purpose built taxis. Coventry: London Taxis
International. 1990.

2 Hall RGP, Channing DM. Age, pattern of consultation, and functional
disability in elderly patients in one general practice. BMJ 1990;301:424-8.

3 Jay P. C'oping with disability. 2nd ed. London: The Disabled Living Foundation,
1984.

4 Health and Comfort. Capital range grab rails and support systems. Westbury:
Health and Comfort, 1990.

5 Mandelstam M. How to get equipment for disability. London: Jessica Kingsley,
1990.

6 Sweeney GM, Clarke AK, Harrison RA, Bulstrode SJ. An evaluation of
portable ramps. Brttish Journal ofOccupational Therapy 1989;52:473-5.
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Lesson of the Week

Bilateral diaphragmatic paralysis presenting with orthopnoea and
apparent radiological evidence of pulmonary embolism

A Nisbet, W Kinnear, M J Ward

Bilateral diaphragmatic paralysis is a rare but well
recognised cause of breathlessness, classically present-
ing with orthopnoea.' Less common presenting
symptoms are breathlessness on exercise or immersion.2
Physicians without a special interest in respiratory
muscles may not be alert to the possibility of this
diagnosis in a patient presenting with breathlessness.
We describe two cases of bilateral diaphragmatic

paralysis presenting to a district general hospital within
a few months of each other. The first patient was
treated for pulmonary embolism for several weeks
before the correct diagnosis was made whereas the
second was correctly diagnosed at the time of presen-
tation. Both patients described profound orthopnoea
developing within seconds of lying flat.

Case 1
A 50 year old miner presented with breathlessness of

gradual onset over four months. This was worse on
exercise or lying flat, but there were no other associated
symptoms. He had previously been well, with no
history of recent viral illness or vaccination, and was
not taking any medicines. On examination the only
abnormal findings were decreased breath sounds and
dullness to percussion over both lung bases. His
electrocardiogram and haemoglobin concentration
were normal, but bilateral basal plate atelectasis was
seen in the chest radiograph (figure). His standing

Chest x ray appearances in case 1

forced expiratory volume in one second (FEVI) was
1-48 1 and his forced vital capacity (FVC) 1-8 1
(predicted 3-1 and 4-141 respectively). The FEV, :FVC
ratio was 85-4%. A ventilation-perfusion lung scan
showed unmatched perfusion defects at both lung
bases. A diagnosis of pulmonary embolism was made,
and the patient was treated with anticoagulants.
The patient was discharged home but returned after

several weeks with no symptomatic improvement. On
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